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On March 8, 1945, four mud saw cutting wheels (se ,.D 

Figure 1) ;  three large and one small, -  were submitted by the 

Bureau of Mines, Renfrew,Ontario, for metallurgical examinaion. 

The three larger wheels had warred badly in service, whereal 

the smaller wheel performed satIsfactorily. A request was nade 

to determine the cause of warpage. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Fldure  1 . 

MUD  AW  CUTTING  V:1 'L3  

(Approximete/y size) 

Hardness Tentt. 

Hardness tests, made  in dueicatzà  on baeples  cut fr=- 

the four  disos,  Gave the followlnL-; 
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Chemical Analveis: 

The results of the chemical analyses are Given i 

the following table: 

Wileel 	ho 3. 	Wheel 
.j121.1 	?Ip. 2 	No  3 

.771,-e-i,  dirin 
Carbon 	- 0.96 	0.71 	0.71 
Uanganeee - 0.50 	0.31 	0432 
Silicon 	-' 0.3:à 	0.27 	0.28 
Sulphur 	- 0,005 	0.005 	0,005 
Phosphorus - 0.014 	0.014 	0.01b 
Nickel 	- 1.83 	2.86 	2.66 
Chromium 	- 0.63 	0.03 	0.06 
Molybdenum - Trace. Trace. Trace. 
Vanadium 	- Nil. 	Nil. 	1111. 
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Wheel 
No. 41_ 

0,74 
0.34 
0.27 
0.004 
0.01Z 
2.86 
0.03 
Trace. 
N11. 

Microsloac_melpation: 

Microscopic examination of the tour wheels revealed 

a typical tempered martensite etructure. Figures 2 and 3 #  both 

at X1000 magnification, show the microstructure of Wheels Nos. 1 

and 2 respectively. 

Discussion: 

The hardness teetm revealed that Wheel No. 1. which 

had not warped in eervice, was  from to  9  Rockwell "C" pcf.nts 

softer than the remaining three which did undergo warping. 

Hence »  Vibeel No. 1 must have been tempered at a higher tempera-

ture than the remaining three. This difference in temperlets 

temperature could easily account for the warping, sine Wheels 

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were not drawn at a aufficiently high temporature 

to remove all of the locked-up stresses caused by the quenching. 

The cLenical analyeee indicate that Vheel  No  1 

dIfferent in oomposition from the other three, which are p.cac-

tically identical. It is to be noted that ';eneel No. 1 is  nigher 

in carbon content, lower in nj.dkel„ and contains chromium. 

Because of the higher carbon and chromium contents, Wheel 	I 

probably would have a higher wearing resistance,  for the seme 

hardnees, than the other whealec however, it is not thou‘e 
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(Discuasion, cont'd) 

thgt the difference In chemical compoeition ie directly 

responsible for the warpine. The higher carbon content of 

Wheel No. 1, however, would roan that a hiàher  draw tempere-

ture $  with a consequently lower internal stress condition, 

cou]  d be ueed to achieve the same hardness.  The fact that 

the higher  carton  wheel  ha s a lower hardness than the low 

carbon material would definitely mean that the draw-tempereture 

differential,  and consequently the internal stress differertial 0 

 is even higher than the hardness difference indicated. 

11101.•••••■11» 

Oenclusions: 

10 Wheel No. 1 has a lower hardnees than Wheele 

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 0  indicating a'higher tempering temperature e 

 which would reeult in a lower  interna],  stress condition and  a 

eonsequent greater freedam from warpage in service. 

2. The steel in e'heel No, 1 differs from that of 

Nos. 2 $  3 and 4 (which are very similar) in that it has hieher 

contents of carbon  and chromium and a lover  content of niceel. 

Only the higher carbon content in considered to have important 

significance, as it would permit the use of a  higher draw 

temperature for the eame hardnees (and  probably the same wear 

resistance). Thie higher draw temperature would result in a 

consequent lowering of internal stress and  probable reductIon 

in  warping. 

Aecammendations: 

1. '2Iarping  can be minimized by tempering the dies 

after quenchine . to  a maximum hardness of 43 Rockwell "O", 

order to °limiest° the internal streeses  set up by the queeching 

operation. 

2. The use of the  higher carbon material is  remmendod 

_ 
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. X1000 0  nital etch, 

SAW WHEM,  NO  1  (STRAIGHT) 

Tempered martensite. 

X1000 8  nital etch. 

SAW WIML NO. 2 (WARPED). 

Tempered martenelte. 
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